
For most business owners and leaders, exiting successfully includes achieving a business legacy. Legacy is defined
as in what condition and to whom you leave your company. Listed below are elements owners and leaders commonly 
include when considering their business legacy. Review the list, identify those which are important to you, 
and assess if that element has been addressed to your satisfaction.

Areas that are Important to you, and that you evaluated as either “Far”
or “Unsure,” could undermine or block your successful exit. Whether your
desired exit is around the corner, or years from now, proper planning
begins now in order to one day exit happily.

NAVIX Business Owner Legacy Checklist
Defining Your Business Legacy

1. I have little concern about the business’s viability going forward.

2. I believe employees have been (will be) treated fairly and respectfully
 throughout my exit process.

3. I believe employees are (will be) positioned for success going forward.

4. I have made arrangements to adequately thank and reward
 my top employees.

5. I believe our customers and other important external relationships
 will be well served after my exit.

6. The business is (will be) in good hands.

7. I believe the business’s new leaders/owners will foster a positive culture
 after my exit.

8. Our values have been (will be) upheld throughout my exit process.

9. I believe the business’s positive reputation in our industry will continue
 after my exit.

10. I believe the business’s positive contributions to the community
 will continue after my exit.

11. I have few concerns about letting go of control of the business at the time
 of my exit.

12. I feel like I am going out at or near the top.

13. I am leaving the business with few to no serious regrets.

14. The business does not feel like an “unfinished painting” that I am
 leaving before I should.
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